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 The Political Economy of Rural Development
 (Sidney Evans, North Carolina A&T State University, Presiding)

 A New Approach to Nonmetropolitan
 Development: National Sectoral Policies
 Pat Choate

 The stimulation of economic development in
 nonmetropolitan areas lies as much in efforts
 to strengthen the overall economy and the vi-
 tality of specific industries and groups of linked
 industries, called "sectors," as in traditional
 area development policies.

 Revitalizing the overall economy, its parts,
 and that of specific places-metropolitan and
 nonmetropolitan-will involve three interde-
 pendent courses of action: (a) improving capi-
 tal formation and productive investment, (b)
 accelerating the development and application
 of new technologies, and (c) improving labor
 quality. Although these principal elements of a
 national economic revitalization effort are rel-

 atively clear and the potential benefits to non-
 metropolitan areas relatively obvious, there is
 less clarity both on how to proceed and on the
 capacities of nonmetropolitan areas to partici-
 pate fully in such an effort.

 The purpose of this paper is threefold: (a)
 explore present economic and institutional
 circumstances that are key to national eco-
 nomic and economic revitalization, (b) de-
 scribe how national sectoral policies can be
 used to guide national economic revitalization,
 and (c) assess the development capacities of
 nonmetropolitan areas to participate in a pro-
 cess of national economic revitalization.

 A Changing Economy

 During the past two decades, there has been a
 major shift of investment and employment
 from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas.
 This shift has made these nonmetropolitan
 areas sensitive to those international and
 domestic economic changes that affect
 specific firms, industries, or groups of linked
 industries-sectors. For example, as the for-

 tunes of the domestic automobile assembly
 firms have declined, dozens of linked supply
 firms, such as tires, batteries, plastics, and
 steel, also have been adversely affected. Be-
 cause many of these assembly and supply
 firms are located in nonmetropolitan areas, the
 effects of change have rippled through specific
 places and affected specific employment
 groups.

 The creation of targeted national, state, and
 local economic strategies in the future will re-
 quire increased reliance on microapproaches,
 approaches targeted to specific industries and
 sectors. The creation of such approaches re-
 quires a critical evaluation of national eco-
 nomic weaknesses and strengths that eventu-
 ally must be addressed. Specifically, a number
 of indicators are cause for concern, including:

 The United States' rate of productivity
 growth has fallen for almost a decade and a
 half. In 1979 and in the first quarter of 1980,
 actual productivity levels fell. This key eco-
 nomic indicator suggests that the United
 States is losing its competitive edge with
 international competitors whose productivity
 has declined but at not nearly the rate experi-
 enced in the United States.

 Structural unemployment and high inflation
 have become a seemingly permanent feature
 of the U.S. economy. The present administra-
 tion in its 1980 Economic Report of the Presi-
 dent predicted that unemployment would not
 reach 4% levels until 1985, and inflation would
 not be reduced to 3% levels until 1988.

 Firms of other nations are capturing an in-
 creasing share of both domestic and interna-
 tional markets formerly serviced by U.S.
 companies. The difficulties in steel, automo-
 biles, textiles, apparel, and shoes are merely
 the most obvious. Even seemingly thriving in-
 dustries such as semi-conductors and comput-
 ers are now potentially at risk.

 Although these signs of economic decline
 are cause for alarm and action, economic and
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 political panic must be avoided. The U.S.
 economy is strong and has all the key elements
 necessary for a restored economic vitality and
 growth. For example:

 Although other nations have closed overall
 productivity levels, the United States remains
 the most productive among major industrial
 powers.

 The size of the domestic economy is a major
 asset. Specifically, the $2.4 trillion-U.S. econ-
 omy remains the largest single market in the
 world. The combined value of the gross na-
 tional product (GNP) of the nineteen members
 of the European Organization for Economic
 Cooperation (OECD) is only slightly larger
 than that of the United States.

 During the decade of the 1970s, the U.S.
 economy was able to absorb over 20 million
 additional workers, an increase roughly equal
 to the entire work force of either Italy or
 France.

 Although other nations are increasing their
 competitive position in technology, the overall
 U.S. technological base is still the most ad-
 vanced in the world.

 The Changing Role of Government

 A contemporary economic and political reality
 is that virtually all decisions by business and
 entrepreneurs are now shared with govern-
 ment. This expanded role of government in the
 economy is a consequence of the growth of
 public interventions through a diverse and in-
 terdependent array of fiscal, monetary, trade,
 area development, and regulatory activities.

 The multiple economic interventions of the
 public sector are distinguished by their size,
 scope, directive influence, and their policy and
 administrative disarray. The disorder in public
 economic interventions is producing a number
 of unwanted, even unanticipated, side effects
 that in aggregate seem to retard overall pro-
 ductivity. In large measure, this disorder re-
 flects the use of antiquated techniques of pub-
 lic administration, such as large-scale patron-
 age, even though disguised under civil service
 labels. This disarray also reflects the absence
 of either macro- or micro-national develop-
 ment objectives.

 At present, national development policy es-
 sentially consists of a number of discrete indi-
 vidual programs and regulatory activities. The
 responsibility and authorities for the policies
 and administration of these multiple interven-

 tions is fragmented among and between the
 many agencies of the federal government, the
 fifty state governments, and the more than
 79,000 units of local government.

 The inefficiencies and adverse conse-

 quences contained in public economic inter-
 ventions have not gone unnoticed. For at least
 three decades, a diverse number of efforts
 have been initiated to bring rationality to these
 economic interventions. The principle of these
 efforts have been reorganization efforts, crea-
 tion of a variety of intergovernmental planning
 requisites, coordination approaches, and the
 use of numerous "advanced" management
 techniques such as planning, programming
 and budget control, and zero-based budgeting.
 These approaches have produced some re-
 sults, but on the whole they have failed. For
 example, since 1948, there have been twenty-
 eight major attempts to reorganize the eco-
 nomic policy machinery of the federal gov-
 ernment now located in thirty-three separate
 departments and agencies outside the Execu-
 tive Office of the President. Yet, the policy
 disarray continues as does the structural frag-
 mentation.

 Pluralism, both structural and issue, is a
 strong force in the U.S. political and economic
 system, which must be recognized if improved
 public administration of the nation's economic
 interventions is to be achieved.

 A New Approach to Nonmetropolitan
 Development

 The most promising and efficient approach for
 bringing coherence to government's many
 economic interventions and to public, non-
 metropolitan development policies/programs
 is the creation of economic strategies targeted
 to specific industries and groups of linked in-
 dustries (sectors).

 Industrial and sectoral policies essentially
 would be a process by which government, busi-
 ness, and labor would openly and coopera-
 tively devise a set of common economic objec-
 tives (long- and short-term) and identify the
 respective roles and responsibilities each
 party would have. This common framework
 would provide a needed source of logic and
 discipline for government's many economic
 interventions and at the same time increase

 needed conditions of certainty for business
 and labor.

 National sectoral policies would have a
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 number of basic characteristics, including:
 they would be more inclusive than the cur-
 rent, limited concepts of reindustrialization.
 Rather, sectoral policies would recognize the
 role and interdependence between manufac-
 turing, agriculture, finance, services, re-
 sources, and other parts of a total economy.
 Such policies would be formulated in the con-
 text of general economic goals (macro-
 objectives) of reducing inflation and unem-
 ployment and of increasing per capita GNP.
 Such policies would harmonize the objectives
 of balanced growth between regions and be-
 tween metropolitan and nonmetropolitan
 areas. And, they would assist in bringing bet-
 ter balance between the nation's efficiency,
 equity, and quality-of-life objectives.

 In creating national sectoral policies, the ini-
 tial focus would be on three categories of eco-
 nomic activities: (a) those having high growth
 potential; (b) those basic, mature, but essen-
 tial economic activities such as steel produc-
 tion; and (c) those distressed economic ac-
 tivities such as apparel which eventually will
 drift to a lower level of production and em-
 ployment because of strong international
 competition. Strategies for each of these three
 categories of economic activities would vary
 according to specific needs and opportunities
 that would be identified through cooperative
 business, government, and labor production
 committees, committees that would in many
 ways borrow from the experiences of the ag-
 ricultural sector.

 Creation of national sectoral policies would
 differ significantly from traditional concepts of
 a planned economy. By the use of formal
 working groups from all affected parties--
 business, government, and labor-the focus of
 policy creation would be the creation of com-
 pacts that will provide guidance to actions that
 already would be taken, but that otherwise
 would be unfocused. Because of the size and

 complexity of the U.S. economy, creation of
 national sectoral policies by necessity would
 not directly involve every industry or eco-
 nomic activity. Rather, if business, labor, and
 government in a number of key economic ac-
 tivities such as housing, automobiles, bio-
 chemicals, apparel, and primary metals can
 cooperatively devise effective economic strat-
 egies, then the hundreds of other linked indus-
 tries and economic activities will also benefit.

 Such a limited, but highly targeted, approach
 to bringing rationality to government's eco-
 nomic interventions and public/private coop-

 eration is within the present management ca-
 pacities of business, government, and labor.

 There are a number of requisites for the
 creation of effective national sectoral policies,
 including: an improved analytical capacity
 that will permit collection and analysis of bet-
 ter economic information; creation of a mech-
 anism in the executive branch of the federal

 government (preferably in the Executive
 Office of the President) that would be respon-
 sible for initiating and evaluating national sec-
 toral policies and coordinating them with
 fiscal, area development, monetary, trade, and
 regulatory policies; creation of improved con-
 sultative systems among and between the
 many federal agencies, the Congress, and the
 state and local governments; and creation of
 an effective consultative system with the pri-
 vate sector, both business and labor. Each
 industry has its own potential and its own
 problems that must be addressed systemat-
 ically by those most intimately involved. The
 success of the agricultural sector in the United
 States illustrates the many benefits to be
 gained from focused cooperation between busi-
 ness, workers, and government.

 Nonmetropolitan Development Capacities

 The sweep and power of the changes under-
 way in both the international and domestic
 economy are often beyond the development and
 remedial capacities of individual communities
 and individual nonmetropolitan communities.
 For example, there is little that Youngstown,
 Ohio, or even U.S. Steel, can do under pres-
 ent circumstances to alter the worldwide

 shifts underway in steel production. Too many
 factors are concerned and too many partici-
 pants are involved.

 Nonmetropolitan areas would be major ben-
 eficiaries of sectoral development approaches.
 Partially, these benefits would be derived from
 an improved national economy. Also, such
 benefits would accrue to nonmetropolitan
 areas because of the weak development capac-
 ities they now possess. Thus, targeting of pub-
 lic or private actions could minimize weakness-
 es and build on what strengths that do exist.
 For purposes of analysis of the capacities of
 nonmetropolitan areas to participate in na-
 tional economic revitalization, a typology will
 be used as follows: (a) nonmetropolitan in-
 stitutional and leadership capacity; (b) non-
 metropolitan financial capacity; (c) nonmetro-
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 politan human resource capacity; and (d)
 nonmetropolitan physical capacity.

 Institutional and Leadership Capacity

 Nonmetropolitan areas are burdened with too
 many units of government. Although nonmet-
 ropolitan areas possess less than one-third of
 the nation's population, they have 85% of the
 3,042 county governments, 70% of the 18,000
 municipalities, 80% of the 16,000 townships
 and towns, 67% of the 26,000 local special
 districts and authorities, and 45% of the 2,000
 sub-state multijurisdictional districts. This ex-
 cessive number of governmental units creates
 complexities and administrative costs that are
 beyond nonmetropolitan capacities. Institu-
 tional consolidation seems unlikely in the
 foreseeable future.

 Leadership for public sector development
 activities comes primarily through federal-
 sponsored programs such as the Farmers
 Home Administration, the Small Cities Pro-
 gram of the Department of Housing and Urban
 Development, and the Economic Develop-
 ment Administration. These programs provide
 funds for institutional building and direct
 technical assistance. However, these pro-
 gram activities possess only limited coordina-
 tion at either the policy or program level. The
 funds provided through these programs for
 staff are limited-less than $100 thousand per
 program for a seven- or eight-county area.
 Planning activities are focused more toward
 the delivery of agency funds than overall de-
 velopment needs. Staff are given limited train-
 ing. For example, the staff charged by the
 Department of Agriculture to conduct its
 nonmetropolitan development through more
 than 1,000 county offices is trained in agricul-
 ture as opposed to economic and community
 development.

 Financial Capacity

 Nonmetropolitan areas have inadequate ac-
 cess to public and private capital. Theoreti-
 cally, capital markets are efficient. In reality
 they rarely are. These areas have limited
 financial resources for private sector invest-
 ments, particularly for small business, reflect-
 ing the small size of nonmetropolitan financial
 institutions, and their lack of experience mak-
 ing nonagricultural business loans.

 The diversity of size, numbers, and financial
 capacities of nonmetropolitan units of gov-

 ernment, coupled with the generally lower per
 capita incomes, restricts the financial abilities
 of these areas to undertake many essential
 public activities, such as construction of
 community facilities.

 Human Resource Capacities

 Publicly sponsored training and vocational
 education programs are a major tool for im-
 proving the productivity of firms and the per
 capita incomes of individuals. Although sub-
 stantial progress has been made in the con-
 struction of vocational facilities in nonmet-

 ropolitan areas, there is substantial evidence
 that these programs are little related to the
 economic development needs of the places
 they serve. Although some states, such as
 South Carolina and Oklahoma, have used vo-
 cational education as a means to increase

 nonmetropolitan investment and increase
 placement rates of the trainees, these pro-
 grams are still the exception rather than the
 rule.

 Physical Capacities

 Nonmetropolitan areas traditionally have had
 limited public infrastructure. This has limited
 nonmetropolitan development. In response to
 this perceived need, a wide array of public
 programs has been created, such as the Rural
 Electric Administration, Farmers Home Ad-
 ministration Community Facilities Program,
 Economic Development Administration, Ap-
 palachian Regional Commission, Title V
 Commissions, and a variety of special purpose
 programs. In aggregate, these programs have
 substantially enhanced the physical develop-
 ment capacities on nonmetropolitan areas
 over their previous condition.

 Yet, as the nation enters the 1980s, there is
 growing evidence that even with these prior
 investments increases in population and the
 expansion of public regulatory requirements
 have created conditions whereby the physical
 plants of nonmetropolitan areas are increas-
 ingly inadequate for either community devel-
 opment or economic development needs. The
 Department of Commerce, in A Study of the
 Public Works Investment in the United States,
 has documented that in terms of real purchas-
 ing power the United States is now investing
 less in public works than in the 1960s, approx-
 imately 30% less. Although this can be ex-
 plained in part by completion of the original
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 interstate highway system and declining de-
 mands in education, the declining levels of
 investments are prevalent in real terms even
 when these two items are excluded. If there is
 a relationship between private investment and
 public works, this decline in public infrastruc-
 ture investments may have long-term negative
 consequences.

 A series of studies by the Economic Devel-
 opment Administration also have documented
 how many of those public works investments
 made for development purposes are unused.
 Specifically, EDA has found that less than
 25% of its industrial park investments are
 being utilized. This represents a substantial
 diversion of limited public infrastructure in-
 vestments to nonproductive uses. The EDA
 example is a paradigm for other programs
 found through the federal, state, and local
 levels of government.

 Strengthening Nonmetropolitan Development
 through Sectoral Policies

 Sectoral policies would permit the focusing of
 the limited area development assistance that
 is available to nonmetropolitan areas. Spe-
 cifically:

 The creation of a common logic for eco-
 nomic revitalization will permit the many units
 of local, state, and federal government to
 focus their policies and programs on key ac-
 tions. Such targeting can do much to limit the
 present chaos found in economic interventions
 by multiple agencies.

 The creation of sectoral policies will permit
 better identification of capital gaps existing in
 nonmetropolitan areas. Such identification
 would in turn permit existing federal financial
 programs, such as the FmHA Business and
 Industrial Loan Program, Small Business Ad-
 ministration, and EDA Title II Business Loan
 Program to better assess aggregate needs and
 better allocate the credit they do control.

 The creation of sectoral policies will assist
 nonmetropolitan areas to identify and imple-
 ment training programs that can improve
 placement of trainees and attract private in-
 vestment. Such policies can provide a concep-
 tual framework for a number of needed re-
 forms in the nation's nonmetropolitan training
 and vocational education programs. (a) There
 should be an improvement of data and infor-
 mation systems to identify specific training
 demands/supplies by geographic area, skills,

 and time frames. (b) Improvement of policy
 and administrative structures that administer

 training and vocational education programs,
 including improved local involvement, is
 needed. (For example, metropolitan areas
 now are given autonomy in the administration
 of CETA funds, while nonmetropolitan area
 programs are closely controlled by state gov-
 ernments.) Finally, (c) there should be im-
 provement in the links between training and
 vocational education and potential employers.

 The creation of sectoral policies can serve
 to better target public works investments. In
 an era of increasingly scarce public resources
 and declining real levels of public works
 funds, nonproductive investments must be
 avoided. National, state, and local sectoral
 policies will permit the targeting of public
 works to those activities that have a higher
 probability of enhancing the community itself
 as well as its economic development.

 Conclusion

 For the foreseeable future, America faces
 many changes-some will be disruptive and
 some will be opportunities for growth. The
 success of business, labor, and government in
 minimizing the negative consequences of
 change and in seizing new opportunities will
 largely determine the economic and commu-
 nity development fate of the nation and its
 nonmetropolitan areas.
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